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2.55 miles north of the junction of Highway 180 (Milepost 324.9) and 
(South) Entrance Road on Route 10 spanning Jim Camp Wash, 
Petrified Forest National Park, Apache County, Arizona 

1934 

The Jim Camp Wash Bridge is part of a complex of structures in the 
Rainbow Forest area section of the park. The National Park Service 
planned the area with assistance from the Bureau of Public Roads, 
while the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) undertook most of the 
construction beginning in 1934. The bridge, like most of the bridges 
and culverts in the park, is inconspicuous in its appearance. This is a 
result of the Park Service's concern with creating structures that have a 
harmonious relationship with their surrounding environment. 

Documentation of the Petrified Forest National Park Roads and 
Bridges was undertaken in September 2000 by the Historic American 
Engineering Record (HAER), a long-range program to document 
historically significant engineering and industrial works in the United 
States. HAER (Eric DeLony, Chief) is administered by the Historic 
American Buildings Survey/Historic American Engineering Record (E. 
Blaine Cliver, Chief), a division of the National Park Service, U.S. 
Department of the Interior. The project was funded by the U.S. 
Department of Transportation's Federal Lands Highway Program (Art 
Hamilton, Administrator) through the NPS Park Roads and Parkways 
Program (Lou DeLorme, Manager) and cosponsored by the Petrified 
Forest National Park. 

The documentation was completed under the direction of Todd A. 
Croteau, Project Leader, and Tim Davis, Program Historian. Jean 
Fulton and Justine Christianson (HAER Historian) prepared the report. 
Brian Grogan produced the large format photography 
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Petrified Forest National Park is comprised of three distinct geographical areas: the Painted Desert, the 
Puerco River Valley, and the Rainbow Forest. The three areas are linked by a planned system of 
roads, culverts, bridges and turnouts. Visitors entering the park from the south, off U.S. Highway 180, 
travel over the Jim Camp Wash Bridge into the southern third of the park known as Rainbow Forest. 
Here, erosion has sculpted the land into small groups of buttes and mesas jutting above the wide 
expanse of Dry Wash and its tributaries. Large deposits of multicolored petrified wood inspired the 
"rainbow" reference. A 26-mile main road featuring numerous spurs and loop roads to points of 
interest connects the Rainbow Forest with the Painted Desert Visitor Center at the north end of the 
park. The focus of this report is on the Jim Camp Wash Bridge, which carries Route J 0 over the Jim 
Camp Wash. The bridge is 2.55 miles north ofthejunction of Highway 180 (Milepost 324.9) and 
South Entrance Road at Milepost 25.93. 

EARLY RAINBOW FOREST CONSTRUCTION 

Between 1920 and 1929, three vernacular structures were constructed to serve as·a small museum and 
living quarters at Rainbow Forest. Dick Grisby built Rainbow Forest Lodge in 1929. Between 1930 
and 1934, National Park Service planners designed and built another Rainbow Forest museum and 
residential area for park employees. The natural terrain, including Jim Camp Wash1, and the location of 
high concentrations of petrified wood played prominent roles in dictating the development of the cultural 
landscape at Rainbow Forest. Buildings were constructed below the buttes known as the badlands, 
and situated near (but not in) areas littered with petrified wood approximately 100 yards above the 
natural flood plain of Jim Camp Wash.2 The Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) took over 

1 In a letter dated 26 February 1923 from Frank Pinkley, Custodian, Casa Grande Ruin, to the 
director of the National Park Service, Pinkley reminisced about a conversation he had with Mr .. Sanders 
regarding the naming of the wash. Mr. Sanders handled some of the section work for the railroad, and his 
wife assisted with the hotel. Mr. Sanders told Pinkley that the old Jim Camp and Jim Wash were named 
for three Jims residing in the nearby area, including an old-timer named Jim Donahue. While Donahue 
was a good cattleman, he was wiped out during the Depression. Frank recorded in his letter that "When 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson decided to let go of the hotel and transportation business on very reasonable terms, 
the Donohues [sic] changed from the cattle to the hotel business." Letter in National Archives Record 
Group 79, Number 150: 32/24/6, Box 604, "National Monuments Petrified Forest: Inspection 1921-1925." 

2 Information regarding the cultural landscape within the Rainbow Forest Complex, including the 
CCC influence, is derived from a report prepared by Archaeologist Jill Conley, "National Park Service: 
Cultural Landscapes Inventory," dated September 1999. Copy received from Todd Croteau (HAER 
Architect), HABS/HAER, National Park Service, Washington, DC. 
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construction at the park between 1934 and 1938 with the establishment of the first camp at the Puerco 
River in 1934. CCC enrollees built employee housing, service buildings, and resources to 
accommodate visitors to the Long Logs area. They completed landscaping efforts, laid flagstone 
sidewalks, and installed curbing at parking lots. Before the culvert was installed at Jim Camp Wash, 
researcher Jill Conley and others note that Jim Camp Wash was often impassable to vehicular traffic. 
The permanent crossing installed at Jim Camp Wash undoubtedly ensured that work could proceed on 
a regular basis. 

DESCRIPTION 

Jim Camp Wash Bridge, measuring a total length of 108', consists of seven concrete spans supported 
by concrete piers. Steel bars with hooked ends reinforce the concrete. A 1933 drawing by the Bureau 
of Public Roads specified the type of concrete used. The understructure of the bridge utilized Class A 
concrete, with two layers of tar paper and then Class D concrete on top. Furthermore, the drawing 
noted that "all concrete above footings except top and bottom of deck slab to be washed with 10% 
solution of hydrochloric acid and treated with two coats of saturated copperas solution." Five of the 
seven spans measure 14' each, and the maximum span length is 16'. The typical section is a cast-in
place concrete deck with two driving lanes and a monolithic curb, while the narrow shoulders measure 
only 2'. The wood guardrail is 1 '-7" and is bolted to timber posts measuring 10" x 1 O" according to 
drawing specifications. The posts were attached with W' diameter carriage bolts. The rails on the 
guardrail were specified to be 6" x 10". The timber used on the bridge was to be "rough sawn" 
Douglas Fir. Specifications also required that the railings be painted "two coats of Cabots shingle stain 
#247 or equal." The total deck width is 25.7'. The 1933 drawing also indicated that the concrete deck 
of the bridge was to have a 4" oil mat surface with the rest of the concrete to have an "ordinary finish." 
The wing walls of the bridge were to be set 30 degrees to the bridge. To allow water to leach out, the 
wing walls had 3" diameter weepholes. 3 

A 1998 inspection report prepared by the Federal Highway Administration noted that the bridge had 
suffered ''major spalling to tops of concrete curbs, exposing rusted rebar," and had deterioration on the 
edges of the structure as well. The evaluator of the bridge concluded that while "this culvert is 
structurally sound, it should be considered for rehabilitation in the next ten years.''4 Shortly afterwards, 

3 Dimensions and specifications from Bureau of Public Roads, "Bridge at Sta. 32," drawing, 
March 1933, and U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration (FHA), "Jim 
Camp Wash Culvert," Culvert Inspection Report, 4/17 /98, p. 2. Both documents have been included in 
the field records, which are available at the Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs, Washington, DC. 

4 FHA, p. 2. 
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the park began a study on replacing the Jim Camp Wash Bridge and undertaking other improvements in 
the Rainbow Forest vicinity. An Environmental Assessment plan noted the proposed improvements: 
replacement of the bridge, widening the approaches and making a walkway for pedestrians, and 
removing vehicular access to the Long Logs area by turning the road into a trail. Furthermore, the 
assessment delineated the problems with Jim Camp Wash Bridge that made replacement necessary. 
The spans were often filled in with sand. Those times when the wash was full of water, the spans would 
not allow for a free flow. Park officials, therefore, were concerned about the possibility of the road 
flooding, an event that would necessitate visitors and staff to drive 45 miles to the north entrance of the 
long park. The width of the bridge was deemed too narrow to accommodate modern vehicles, as well, 
and made pedestrian usage dangerous and difficult. Finally, the assessment pointed out that the 
guardrails and railings were not to standard. The plans for the area also included changing Long Logs 
Road into a pedestrian trail and removing part of the road so it would only measure 12' rather than 24'.5 

Another study was conducted along the reaches of Jim Camp Wash. Flood plain mapping determined 
that the sewage lagoons serving the Rainbow Forest visitor center/ranger station, residences, and 
maintenance buildings fall within the 100-year flood plain of Jim Camp Wash. The results of the flood 
plain analysis also determined that a threat from both 100-year and 500-year floods in the lower-lying 
portions of the Giant Logs Developed area. Researchers predicted that flooding could result from 
backwater rising behind the low concrete box culverts at Jim Camp Wash, which constricted stream 
flow at that particular location. Research indicated that a stream flow greater than 1,800 cfs would be 
shunted to the west into an existing parking lot, concession store, and concession personnel housing 
area. The flood plain research (modeled using the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers backwater computer 
version HEC-2) demonstrated that the box culvert bridge at Jim Camp Wash should be replaced by a 
single-span concrete bridge. Researchers thought that the proposed replacement would allow the 
predicted 100-year and 500-year flood events to flow unrestricted beneath the bridge within the 
existing banks. 

Various alternatives were considered, with the preferred one being a replacement bridge constructed of 
a "cast-in-place concrete slab span, supported by cylindrical piers." The single span would then allow 
for a free flow of water that was not possible with the original seven span configuration. Cylindrical 
piers were thought to "provide less drag and more open space for the even dispersal of sediment and 
accumulated sand in the bridge waterway during flood events." The bridge would also have a sidewalk 
on the downstream side to accommodate pedestrian traffic. This alternative specified that sandstone 
would be used on the curbing in order "to match the color of the stone in the nearby rock walls," while 
the guardrail would be constructed of"tubular steel" that would be "painted a flat brown color, to blend 

5 U.S. Department oflnterior, National Park Service, "Environmental Assessment/ Assessment of 
Effect for Replacement of Jim Camp Wash Bridge and Associated Site Improvemetns," PEFO, date 
unknown, see pages i, 1-4. Available at http://data2.itc.nps.gov/parks/pefo/ppdocuments/ACFF84.pdf. 
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as much as possible in the bridge's visual background."6 While sympathy to the environment was 
important for the design of the bridge, it was considered important that the new bridge "not be a 
reconstruction but rather would be visually comparable to the bridge that once was there and its 
surroundings."7 Since the bridge was a necessary route for through traffic to the park, one side would 
have to be demolished while the other side would be converted to one-way traffic. When the 
demolished side had been reconstructed, it would be converted to one-way traffic while the remaining 
half was rebuilt. In order to "preserve the straight site line between the museum and the bridge and 
preserve the arrival experience to Rainbow Forest," the preferred alternative sited the replacement 
bridge in the same location as the original. 8 

The Jim Camp Wash Bridge replacement project was awarded on November 8, 2001 to Macro-Z
Technology Company of Santa Ana, California, with the project slated for completion on August 16, 
2002.9 

6 "Environmental Assessment," 19. 

7 "Environmental Assessment," 25. 

8 "Environmental Assessment," 25. 

9 See "Highway Construction, Jim Camp Wash Bridge Replacement, AZ PRA PEFO 10(3)," 
Commerce Business Daily Issue, December 10, 2001, available at 
http://www.fbodaily.com/cbd/archive/2001/12(December)/1O-Dec-2001/yawdOO l .htm; and "Petrified 
Forest National Park Begins Work on Jim Camp Wash Bridge," News Release, available at 
http://www.nps.gov/pefo/jimcamp2/htm. 
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